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CHANG THAI
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Ruttana Cohn 00 white rice rice cooker 166

Rutanna Cohn

Travis Addis

3095 - Addis, Travis

X

hot water 3-comp sink 127 brown rice rice cooker 153

qt sanitizer (ppm) 3-comp sink 200 fried rice rice cooker 158

Cl sanitizer (ppm) dishmachine 100 raw tuna sushi display cooler 38

chicken final cook 168 eel sushi display cooler 38

fried tofu left prep unit (top) 40 cooked shrimp sushi prep unit 49

cooked shrimp left prep unit (top) 39

cooked chicken left prep unit (top) 40

sliced tomatoes left prep unit (top) 38

cooked noodles left prep unit (reach-in) 40

wontons left prep unit (reach-in) 40

crab meat left prep unit (reach-in) 41

steamed broccoli right prep unit (top) 40

fried chicken right prep unit (reach-in) 40

cooked shrimp 2-door upright cooler 38

cooked duck 2-door upright cooler 39

steamed broccoli walk-in cooler 39

cooked chicken walk-in cooler 40

fried chicken walk-in cooler 40

cooked noodles walk-in cooler 39

nok_ruttana77@yahoo.com



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  CHANG THAI Establishment ID:  3034012087

Date:  01/24/2023  Time In:  11:45 AM  Time Out:  3:15 PM

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

15 3-302.11 Packaged and Unpackaged Food - Separation, Packaging, and Segregation (P) REPEAT. In top portion of left prep unit
- a pan of raw scallops was stored behind a pan of cooked shrimp. In reach-in portion of left prep unit a pan of raw eggs was
stored atop a pan of cooked potatoes. In walk-in cooler, a large container of raw chicken was stored atop a large jug of
margarine. To prevent cross contamination - be sure to follow separation rules when stocking prep units so that raw foods are
stored in front of foods cooked to lower temperatures. Food shall be protected from cross contamination by separating types of
raw animal foods from each other such as beef, fish, lamb, pork, and poultry during storage, preparation, holding, and display by
arranging each type of food in equipment so that cross contamination of one type with another is prevented. CDI: Education
provided on arranging raw foods in a prep unit to minimize the risk of cross-contamination; all listed items were
rearranged/relocated according to their final cooking temperatures. (3 pts)

23 3-501.17 Ready-To-Eat Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Date Marking (Pf) Date marking was largely inconsisent
throughout today's inspection. The following potentially hazardous foods were observed without date marking: In walk-in cooler:
1 large tub of steamed broccoli, 1 large tub of fried chicken, and 1 large tub of cooked chicken, 1 large tub of cooked noodles. In
2-door upright cooler: 1 large tub of cooked shrimp and 1 pan of cooked duck. In left prep unit: 1 container of sliced tomatoes, 1
container of fried tofu, 1 container of mussels, 1 container of wontons, 1 container of crab meat, 1 container of curry chicken. In
right prep unit: 1 container of fried chicken. Ready-to-eat, time/temperature control for safety food prepared and held in a food
establishment for more than 24 hours shall be clearly marked to indicate the date or day by which the food shall be consumed on
the premises, sold, or discarded when held at a temperature of 41F or less for a maximum of 7 days. The day of preparation
shall be counted as Day 1. CDI: Education/discussion with PIC; PIC states all foods were prepped Monday when the restaurant
is closed. All listed foods were date marked accordingly. (1.5 pts)

24 3-501.19 (B) Time as a Public Health Control (Pf) All logs for foods held on TPHC were not filled out to indicate time foods
should be discarded. If time without temperature control is used as the public health control up to a maximum of 4 hours the
food shall be marked or otherwise identified to indicate the time that is 4 hours past the point in time when the food is removed
from temperature control. CDI: REHS intervention; education provided. Procedures were provided by PIC and logs for foods held
on TPHC were marked with time of discard. (0 pts)

39 3-305.11 (A) Food Storage - Preventing Contamination from the Premises (C) Employee food stored over ready-to-eat foods in
2-door upright cooler and reach-in portion of prep cooler. 1 large jug of cooking oil was stored directly on the floor on cook line. 1
large tub of raw chicken was stored directly on floor in walk-in cooler. Food shall be protected from contamination by storing the
food where it is not exposed to splash, dust, or other contamination. CDI: Employee food was moved to designated area in the
walk-in cooler; oil and raw chicken were relocated to shelves above floor. (1 pt)

40 2-402.11 Effectiveness - Hair Restraints (C) Food employee not wearing hair restraint while working in kitchen. Food employees
shall wear hair restraints such as hats, hair coverings or nets, beard restraints, and clothing that covers body hair, that are
designed and worn to effectively keep their hair from contacting exposed food; clean equipment, utensils, and linens; and
unwrapped single-service and single-use articles. CDI: Employee education; hair net was utilized by food employee. 

2-303.11 Prohibition - Jewelry (C) 1 food employee wearing a watch during active food service. Except for a plain band ring, food
employees may not wear jewelry on their hands or wrists. CDI: REHS intervention; watched was voluntarily removed by
employee and their hands were rewashed. (0 pts)

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment (C) REPEAT. Replace microwave at sushi area due to rusting
interior. Replace torn gaskets in both doors of left prep unit, right side of sushi prep unit, and walk-in cooler. Equipment shall be
maintained in a state of good repair. (0.5 pts)

49 4-602.13 Nonfood Contact Surfaces (C) REPEAT. Cleaning is needed on door gaskets in all cooling units including, 2-door
upright cooler, walk-in cooler, left and right prep units, 1-door freezer, and sushi prep unit. Clean sides of stand up freezer next to
grill top to remove accumulated grease. Clean interior surface and sides of fryer. Clean interior of microwave on cook line.
Equipment food-contact surfaces of equipment shall be cleaned as often as necessary to preclude accumulation of soil residues.
(1 pt)

55 6-501.12 Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions (C) REPEAT. Clean ceiling around vents over prep surfaces where dust has
accumulated. Clean floor under all equipment including soda dispenser, ice machine, 2-door cooler, wok station, and grill top to
remove accumulated debris and soil residues. Clean floors in walk-in cooler under shelving. Clean FRP throughout kitchen
where food splash is present. Physical facilities shall be cleaned as often as necessary to keep them clean. 

6-501.11 Repairing - Premises, Structures, Attachments, and Fixtures - Methods (C) Replace 2 heavily soiled ceiling vents with
significant grease build up and oxidation. Repair damaged wall in men's restroom. Replace missing FRP stripping above walk-in
cooler entrance. Physical facilities shall be maintained in good repair. (1 pt)


